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ABSTRACT
Processing continuous data streams is one of the hot topics of our
time. A major challenge is the formulation of a suitable and efficient
stream processing pipeline. This process is complicated by long
restart times after pipeline modifications and tight dependencies
on the actual data to process. To approach these issues, we have
developed StreamVizzard - an interactive and explorative stream
processing editor to simplify the pipeline engineering process. Our
system allows to visually configure, execute, and completely modify a pipeline during runtime without any delay. Furthermore, an
adaptive visualizer automatically displays the operator’s processed
data and statistics in a comprehensible way and allows the user to
explore the data and support his design decisions. After the pipeline
has been finalized our system automatically optimizes the pipeline
based on collected statistics and generates standalone runtime code
for productive use at a targeted stream processing engine.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Data streaming; • Software and its
engineering → Integrated and visual development environments.
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INTRODUCTION

Working with continuous data in endless data streams is one of the
big challenges of our time. Due to the steadily progressing digitization more and more applications require large and heterogeneous
amounts of data that are produced, transmitted, stored, and analyzed. Strict real-time criteria often apply to the data, for example
in critical sensor networks, so it is crucial to develop optimized and
efficient stream processing applications to process the data in time.
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This development process is complicated by two major issues.
First, detailed knowledge of the data structure and characteristics is
required to configure a stream processing pipeline that fulfills the
requirements. This is especially important when optimizing and
accelerating the operator execution time for example by utilizing
modern hardware, like GPU or many-core CPU architectures. Second, many cycles of refinement are usually required until a suitable
pipeline configuration has been found. This process involves repeated recompilation, deployment, execution, and evaluation of the
pipeline program, before further adjustments and modifications can
be applied, and significantly slows down the pipeline development.
Previous work aimed to solve these issues by developing advanced stream processing visualization and pipeline modification
methods. [1] and [2] have shown that operators can be exchanged
in running stream processing engines (SPE) like Apache Spark1 and
Apache Flink2 without the need to restart however this requires a
lot of additional work and long recompilation time. In [10] a system
was developed to modify the data flow of a pipeline on runtime by
utilizing control messages in Apache Flink. However, this approach
can only be applied for predefined control flow variations. [4] and
[8] have developed two tools to support the knowledge extraction
from streaming data in an interactive way. However, all previous
tools are either designed for static stream processing pipelines or
require long recompilation times after a pipeline modification and
therefore solve only some parts of the problem statement above.
In our demonstration, we present a new interactive and explorative stream processing editor - StreamVizzard - that aims to simplify and enhance the pipeline development process. By allowing
completely modifying the pipeline structure on runtime the developer can immediately see the effects of his changes without long
restart times. Together with our adaptive pipeline visualization the
user can explore the processed data, understand the influences and
effects of each operator and interactively develop a pipeline that
fulfills his requirements.
In the next chapter, we will list requirements for such a system to
solve the difficulties and issues in the pipeline development process
as identified above. Afterward, we will present our system in Sect.
3 and describe how we implemented those requirements. In Sect. 4
we will demonstrate the easy extensibility of our system and give
an outlook in Sect. 5, what visitors can experience at our demo.
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REQUIREMENTS

Pipeline Configuration & Runtime Modification. A fundamental part of the pipeline engineering process is the configuration
of the pipeline to execute. Usually, many iterations of execution,
validation, and modification are required until a suitable pipeline
1 https://spark.apache.org/
2 https://flink.apache.org/
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has been found. To speed up this slow process and remove long
recompilation and redistribution times the system needs to allow
to configure a pipeline and apply runtime modifications in realtime without any significant delay. Since the final structure and
components of the pipeline are usually unknown at the beginning
of the development process, operators, parameters, streams, and
connections need to be fully exchangeable by such a system. This
includes the addition and removal of operators as well as changes
in the connections between operators.
Dynamic User-Defined Functions & Mode Join. User-defined
functions (UDFs) are commonly used in any data science application and offer a powerful possibility to extend a stream processing
application with custom functionality. During the development
process, this functionality however might need to be changed depending on the other operators and the data flow of the pipeline.
For example, a UDF that removes missing values from energy consumption data streams needs to be adapted completely when the
data to be cleaned changes to recordings of a surveillance camera.
To avoid a slow recompilation of the UDF the system needs to be
able to understand those changes at runtime and immediately apply
them so that the effect is visible without any delay.
Combining continuous data streams with existing machine learning models is a frequent use case for data science applications for
example to predict changes based on sensor input data. During the
development process, these models might need to be exchanged in
case the input data or its characteristics changes. For example, an
LSTM [9] model that is trained to predict the trend of a time series
based on the last 100 sensor values collected by a preceding window
needs to be exchanged in case the window interval increases to 200.
The system needs to be able to dynamically exchange and reload
existing models on the fly without the need for a restart.
Adaptive Data Visualization. The best pipeline configuration
highly depends on the data that needs to be processed and requires
deep insight into the characteristics and structure of the data. The
system needs to be able to visualize the data that each operator
processes and present valuable statistics like throughput or execution times to the developer in order to explore the data and support
his pipeline design decisions. Since the operators, the data flow,
and even the data sources might change completely during the
development process, the system needs to automatically adapt its
visualization methods to the changes in the data characteristics.
Especially after the type of data changes an operator needs to immediately select a new suitable visualization method without any
delay. For example, a window operator that visualizes incoming
temperature sensor data with a time series diagram might be required to change its visualization to a word count histogram after
the data changed to lines of text.
Automatic Pipeline Optimization. Optimizing the pipeline
after the base functionality has been found is an important task to
fulfill use case requirements like real-time processability of the incoming data. Besides some generic optimization methods described
in [6] more adapted operator optimizations can be applied by utilizing knowledge about the data and operator statistics like data
size or execution time. A system that aims to enhance and simplify
the pipeline development process should be able to collect such
statistics during the execution phase and automatically detect and
apply suitable optimization methods where ever possible. Especially
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adaptations to the underlying hardware like executing an operator
on the GPU can be done by the system to speed up the execution
time of the pipeline.
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SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Based on the problem statement in Sect. 1 and the requirements
in Sect. 2 we developed StreamVizzard - an interactive and explorative Stream Processing Editor to simplify the pipeline engineering
process. StreamVizzard is a standalone system consisting of three
major components which are illustrated in Fig. 1. First, a visual
user interface to configure and modify a pipeline and explore the
processed data and statistics. Second, an internal, dynamic stream
processing engine, responsible for executing the pipeline and supporting runtime modifications. Third, a pipeline optimizer and code
generator that automatically optimizes the pipeline based on collected data and statistics and produces adapted and efficient code
for a target stream processing engine (SPE).

3.1

Adaptive Visualizer & User Interface

With existing data visualization tools like Apache Zeppelin3 and
Jupyter Notebook4 and previous ideas like [3] and [7] in mind, we
designed an adaptive and interactive user interface to modify the
pipeline and explore the processed data. Based on the Javascript
framework Retejs5 we developed a web application that connects
to our dynamic stream processing engine described in the next
chapter over an API and allows to interactively configure and modify a pipeline. With a drag and drop approach, a user can choose
from predefined or custom operators and intuitively connect them.
To test the pipeline, the configured structure is sent to our engine,
interpreted, executed, and results returned back over the API. The
results which contain information about the processed data and
operator statistics are then visualized by our web application. During the execution of the pipeline, the user can modify operator
parameters, change connections between operators or remove and
introduce completely new operators in real-time. All changes are
continuously sent to the engine over the API to immediately apply
them to the running pipeline. Since the processed data type of each
operator might change during the execution we developed a generic
and adaptive visualization component, that automatically adapts to
changes in the data to visualize and chooses the best visualization
method. Furthermore, valuable statistics are presented to the user
in a comprehensible way like the throughput of each operator as
well as processing speed and data volume to support the user in his
pipeline design decisions. By presenting those statistics in form of
a live heatmap, the user can detect bottlenecks or critical sections
at a glance even for complex pipelines, and observe how these are
influenced by changes in the structure or operator parameters.

3.2

Dynamic Stream Processing Engine

The internal dynamic SPE is the core component of StreamVizzard
and is responsible for the flexible behavior of the system. Based on
Apache Kafka6 and the Python SPE Faust7 we developed an adapted
3 https://zeppelin.apache.org/

4 https://jupyter.org/
5 https://rete.js.org

6 https://kafka.apache.org/

7 https://faust.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
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Figure 1: Architecture of StreamVizzard representing the different components and connections via the API. The Adaptive
Visualizer demonstrates our web application to configure a pipeline and explore the processed data.
SPE with complete exchangeability of operators and connections in
mind. During runtime connections between operators can be easily
exchanged as well as new operators added or existing ones removed
without any delay. This flexibility is possible due to the dynamic
nature of each operator that checks after every processing step,
which succeeding operators should receive its produced data tuple.
A central pipeline manager coordinates the execution of operators
and the exchange of data between the different components. When
the structure of the pipeline is changed, for example through the
web application, the pipeline manager triggers an internal update
of the pipeline structure without the need to restart the pipeline.
All operators keep their current state, even if parameters or connections changed, and continue executing after the update has been
completed.
Using Python as an underlying programming language for our
engine allows us to execute and exchange the code of UDFs during
runtime without any delay. This allows the developer to immediately see and understand the effects of his changes and the influence
on the pipeline procession.
As a tool designed and targeted for the pipeline development
process, this dynamic nature of our engine comes at the cost of a
slightly slower execution speed compared to a static engine, which
is acceptable in exchange for the extensive flexibility in most cases.
Furthermore, the pipeline optimizer described in Sect. 3.3 dissolves
those dynamic components after the pipeline has been finalized to
achieve the best execution speed for the targeted platform.

3.3

Automatic Optimizer & Code Generator

The pipeline optimizer and code generator is the final component
of the system. After the development phase of the pipeline has been
completed it should be optimized for productive use and exported
to the target programming language and SPE. We have developed
an optimizer, that is able to apply common stream processing optimization concepts described in [6] for example fusing subsequential
operators to reduce communication overhead. Moreover that all
dynamic components like the flexible relations between operators
are removed to further speed up the execution time. During this
process, the optimizer takes statistics like data types, throughput
and data volume into consideration that were collected during the
development phase to enhance the quality of optimization methods.
When targeting GPU accelerated stream processing as described
in [11] this allows to decide for efficient placement of operators
depending on their processing time and data size. For example, an
operator that performs a computation-heavy model join with a
machine learning model might be placed onto the GPU while an
operator that executes a simple preprocessing task is more efficient
on the CPU.
The final task of this system component is the generation of
standalone pipeline code for the targeted SPE. As a proof of concept, we have chosen the Python Faust SPE as a target platform to
generate the code. As described in Sect. 4 this can be easily adapted
to the desired SPE by utilizing our compilation interfaces.
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EXTENSIBILITY

StreamVizzard was designed modularly with extensive adaptability
in mind. The different components of the system are loosely connected over powerful interfaces and APIs as displayed in Fig. 1 and
can be exchanged easily. For example, a custom visualizer can be
implemented as a standalone monitoring application that communicates via defined APIs and socket connections with the core engine
to present the state of the pipeline to the user. Moreover, instead of
our visual drag and drop pipeline editor, other pipeline description
approaches can be applied for example a custom Domain Specific
Language (DSL) like SQL or a high-level query interface like in [5]
to configure the pipeline to execute and modify.
class MyCustomOperator ( Operator ) :
def _execute ( self , tupleIn : Tuple ) -> Tuple :
# Calculates the standard deviation
# of the input data frame
df = tupleIn . data [0]
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web application and apply any modifications on runtime, like structural changes, to observe the instantaneous results in the execution.
Guests who are familiar with Python as a programming language
will also be able to define any UDF using different data science
libraries and execute them on our system. We will provide different
data sets that can be selected as input sources for the pipeline like
sensor data and camera recordings. Also, the installed webcam can
be used to receive live data and apply modifications to it.
By using our adaptive visualizer guests can explore the unknown
data sets and experience the full pipeline engineering workflow
from scratch. This involves identifying information about the different data types, their sizes, and their characteristics as well as
detecting problematic sections or bottlenecks of the pipeline. To
achieve this, operator statistics and our comprehensive heatmap
can be utilized to get an at-a-glance overview of the system. By
modifying operator parameters, and connections on runtime or
even removing operators completely, users will be able to observe
and understand the influence of their changes on the state of the
pipeline.

std = df . std ()
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return self . createTuple ( std ,)

Listing 1: Demonstration on how to add custom operators to
the stream processing engine.
StreamVizzard currently supports a variety of operators from
different fields in the data science domain like stream processing,
machine learning, and image processing. New operators can be
easily added by extending our operator base class and configuring
the functionality to execute. Everything else will be handled by
our system. An example of the simple addition of new operators is
presented in List. 1. Since our dynamic stream processing engine is
executed in Python, all data science libraries are available to use
for example Numpy8 , Pandas9 , OpenCV10 , and many more. This
allows to quickly build an extensive database of custom operators
for the required use case and execute them with our engine.
Analogously to the exchangeability of the visualizer a custom
code generator can be added to compile the pipeline to the desired
SPE and programming language. By utilizing our internal pipeline
data structure the operator graph can be traversed and translated
to the respective patterns of the target SPE. During this process collected statistics are available to improve the compilation decisions
for example when targeting GPU computing. Besides generating
code for common SPE like Apache Spark or Apache Flink also
configurations for advanced analytical tools like AWS Kinesis11 or
Azure Stream Analytics12 can be produced to utilize their analytical
strengths on productive use.

5

DEMONSTRATION

The demonstration highlights the completely flexible and dynamic
nature of our system and the benefits of using it to develop a stream
processing pipeline. Visitors are invited to visually configure and
execute a custom pipeline from a wide selection of operators in our
8 https://numpy.org/

9 https://pandas.pydata.org/

10 https://opencv.org/

11 https://aws.amazon.com/de/kinesis/

12 https://azure.microsoft.com/de-de/services/stream-analytics
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